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Abstract
In the PhD thesis, we focus on the analysis of the acoustic signal and its characteristic properties, which we use
for further processing of the acoustic signal. Its further
processing is ensured that we are able to find the carrier
frequencies of the selected signal with frequency analysis.
We use compression methods to reduce the data needed
to classify acoustic signals. We also use neural networks
that serve mainly to classify these signals. In addition, a
method has been proposed to classify acoustic signals that
are commonly found in transport. The result of the PhD
thesis is the design of a method that is able to classify signals characteristic for different environments or different
acoustic sources. In the PhD thesis, there is a description
of several experiments that have been carried out for the
mentioned purposes. For each experiment is created evaluation and classification success rate on selected acoustic
signals.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network
Topology
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1.

Introduction

devices that can communicate wirelessly for data collection purposes, respectively. management. So far, this is a
technology with great potential. Its real use in practice
is not common. Only in the recent past have standards
emerged that define this kind of networks. The vast majority of today’s sensor networks are built on the standard
IEEE 802.15.4, which defines radio transmission and media access. Until recently, however, a superstructure was
used to apply this standard for the real deployment of
wireless sensor networks in industrial practice.
An example of this is the recording of acoustic emissions in traffic, the sensing of movement of persons in the
building or the acquisition of meteorological data, or the
wide use of WSN in intelligent buildings. The communication between the nodes is secured by this standard.
Nodes in wireless sensor networks have their throughput,
processing power and other features, depending on the
application and the available amount of energy.
The set of tasks for the use of acoustic signal analysis in
road transport is broad. That is why the aim of the work
is to focus mainly on the classification of different acoustic
signals. Another objective is to create new methods and
algorithms for classifying audio signals and not least the
reduction of data that are necessary for the successful
classification of the acoustic signal. It is also necessary to
verify the functionality of these methods or algorithms by
the experiment.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) experts attach a great
future in WSN. These are small, low-cost and low-power
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The Objectives of Dissertation Work

The objectives of the dissertation are described in the
individual subchapters.

2.1

Analysis of Acoustic Signal Properties

The analysis will focus on determining the characteristics
of the acoustic signal for further use in the design of methods and algorithms for efficient data processing by the
sensor node.

2.2

Design of Methods and Algorithms for Efficient
Data Processing by Sensor Node

The proposed methods allow data processing, based on
the characteristics of the acoustic signal, without loss of
the information content of the signal in terms of optimal
coding.
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2.3

Designing New Methods and Algorithms for
Identifying Traffic Flows and Classifying Acoustic Signal Sources

Methods of identifying traffic flow parameters and classifying acoustic signal sources (sorting of means of transport) will enable the development of applications in the
field of increased safety of transport systems, traffic flow
management, as well as planning of construction, Maintenance of transport infrastructure.

2.4

3.

wireless sensor in the road network, which would be used
for monitoring and control applications. When mobile elements are part of the road network, WSN could increase
road safety. Recently, most WSN applications are focused
on:
• Road traffic monitoring [4], [5].
• Monitoring parking parcels and their management
[6], [7].

Experimental Verification of Theoretical Conclusions

Experimental verification will focus on intelligent transport systems. The purpose of the experiments will be confirmation, respectively. Reversal of the theoretical conclusions of the dissertation.

Applications in WSN

Successful implementation of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) is conditional on the development of technologies that enable the implementation of reliable and costeffective applications [1]. Development is possible in the
following areas:
• Modern low power electronic devices.
• MEMS elements (Micro - Electro - Mechanical Systems).
• High Energy Density Power Supplies.

• Adaptive control traffic lights [8], [9].
The WSN consists of many sensor nodes that are located in the [26] territory. These nodes are located at random or at a predefined position. Each node must meet
often conflicting requirements, e.g. A high-performance
central processor unit with minimal energy costs, a long
maintenance-free life despite the low capacity of the power source [23], [24], [25]. The consumption of the communication element is closely related to the transmitting
power as well as the sensitivity of the receiver. For these
reasons, the sensor node is usually designed as a compromise solution between application requirements and the
possibilities of existing technologies.

3.1

Sensor Node Requirements

Each sensor network consists of many simple sensors located in the vicinity. Each node should be able to perform
the following basic functions:

• Devices used to collect energy from the environment.

• Data Collection.

• New RF Communication Standards.

• Data processing.

• New HMI (Human Machine Interface) principles.

• Communication.

This means solving various problems in the areas of measuring devices, electronics, Communications devices, programming, and many more [2]. In general, it is possible to
state that WSN is applicable wherever distributed information resources are available. Perspective applications
of WSN applications could be classified as follows:
• Monitoring and protection of the environment.
• Monitoring of environmental damage as well as preventive protection against its effects.
• Military applications.
• Medical applications.
• Traffic applications.
• Industrial use.
• Business applications and many more.
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• Automatic position detection if WSN is not structured, GPS allows us to determine this localization
problem. Another solution is based on the principle
of assessing the intensity of RF signal [10], [11].
• Time synchronization of network elements is required in most applications. The problem can be solved
by GPS. Other accesses are listed in [12], [13], [14].
Additional requirements of network nodes that are necessary to evaluate:
• Computing performance and memory capacity in
one node.
• Low power consumption or long service life.
• Cost per node.
• Security.
• Error Resistance.

Road transport is a very interesting area where WSN can
be used in various ways [3]. Obviously, monitoring and
control, eventual traffic control, requires the collection of
information from many sensors that are suitably divided
into large zones. This is the reason why the research and
development of its natural focus on the implementation of

It is important to note that it is not possible to create a
universal wireless network that would meet all of the requirements. Also, each WSN node must ensure that these
three basic functions are achieved: data collection, data
processing, and data transmission.
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Monitoring of Transport Systems

Monitoring of transport systems mainly serves:
• Vehicle Detection - to set traffic junction curves.
• Vehicle counting - to determine the number of vehicles at junctions, which is important information
To control semaphores.
• Vehicle classification - vehicle type identification for
different applications.
• Measure traffic flow intensity - information needed
for effective traffic Road surface maintenance, traffic
control.
• Vehicle Speed Measurement - Supports driving safety and efficiency.
Vehicle tracking monitoring allows safe passage through
the intersection. Because the emergency vehicles use sirens, the tracking of these vehicles is reliably ensured by
acoustic sensors [22]. Weather conditions monitoring allows the driver to adapt the riding style to avoid accidents.
Monitoring of environmental conditions serves to collect
information on air pollution: CO2 emissions, dust concentrations, acoustic noise associated with operation in this
area. This information is valuable for:

the acoustic oscillation of the elastic environment (in the
frequency band from 16 Hz to 20 kHz) capable of producing sound. The range of audible sound is individual. Only
a few are able to perceive the entire band of frequencies
(especially the frequency of higher frequencies is very variable and age-dependent). We do not hear sounds outside
of this band, yet we are able to perceive them and may
also have an adverse effect on health or psyche. Sounds
below the audible range (0.7-16 Hz) are called infrasound,
sounds from the range of 20 kHz to 50 kHz are known as
ultrasound.
However, pure harmonics occur only with the simplest
sounds. In common acoustics, we do not really care about
them. The acoustic signal of most sources is more or less
deformed [20], [21]. However, it is possible to determine
the base frequency in each periodic signal and to determine its harmonic components using a frequency analysis.
The sum of the other frequencies together with the base
frequency create a distorted curve. The result of the frequency analysis is the frequency spectrum, from which it
is possible to synthesize the reverse signal by frequency
synthesis.

4.1

• λ - Wavelength: The distance of the two closest points that oscillate with the same phase. For the sake
of clarity, we can imagine the distance of two places
of the environment that are at the same time the
same level - compression or particle dilution.

• Development of applications for the protection of
citizens’ health.
• Planning the reconstruction of historical objects, etc.

• f - Frequency of sound: The unit is hertz (Hz). We
can imagine it as the number of particle concentration (dilution) at a given point of environment as
the basic unit of time.

The sensor node must be able to communicate with the
nearest nodes of the network or with the base station via
wireless communication. The communication unit is the
main energy source of the system. Low data rates are
expected for WSN applications because higher Frequency
channels are improperly defined. Selecting a lower communication frequency between sensor nodes has a positive
impact on communication:

• p - Acoustic pressure: The air in which the sound
diffuses has a slight overpressure at the atmospheric
pressure at the points of compaction of the particles,
and at the dilution points. This creates the pressure
waves that cause the auditory sensation. When disseminating them, they are resisted and so the volume with increasing distance is weak. The unit of
sound pressure in the SI system is 1 pascal (Pa).

• Closer channel bandwidth - this can be achieved by
increasing the number of channels for a defined frequency range.

• P - Acoustic power: This term means acoustic energy
that passes through any flat S per second.

• Increases the communication distance.

• vz - Speech propagation velocity: Depends on the
environment in which the sound spreads. The environment depends on the physical state of the environment. The sound propagation rate is not dependent on its frequency. The velocity in the air, where
the sound is the most common, is 340 m per second,
in the water 1480 m per second, in the steel 5000 m
per second.

• Reduces communication loss - less energy loss, higher quality, and better communication.
• Lower impact of barriers to signal strength.
• Better weather resistance - lower system error rate.
Based on the above data, it can be stated that the lower
frequency band is attractive to WSN design solutions.

4.

Spectral Analysis of the Acoustic Signals

We can generally define the sound (acoustic signal), such
as the mechanical vibration [19], which is characterized by
parameters of movement of the elastic environment particles or wave movement by the sound field parameters.
Part of the acoustic signal is an audible sound - which is

The Properties of the Acoustic Signal

The acoustic signal is characterized by the following properties [41]:

With these basic features of acoustic signals we are able
to implement various types of transformation and other
operations.

4.2

Fourier Transform

Fourier transform is an integral transformation that transmits the signal from the time domain to the frequency
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domain from the dependent expression by means of harmonic signals, sin(x) and cos(x). The Fourier Transform
can process a signal that can be either continuous or discrete in time [18].

4.2.1

Bank of Frequency Filters

The term frequency filter bank means a set of frequency
filters, such as bandwidth type, that pass the defined frequency range. A special case of bandpass is a resonance
filter, which is often used as the base of a filter bank.

Types of Fourier Transform

We know several types of algorithms for calculating Fourier transform:
• Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
• Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
• short-term Fourier Transform (STFT),
• and others.

4.3

4.3.2
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If we focus only on one filter, at the frequency at which
the filter is tuned, it will amplify and hence amplify this
frequency with that gain. The number of frequency filters
may vary by application. Some acoustic applications require 10 different filters for the entire frequency spectrum
other require 100.
The bandwidth sizes may also vary. Depending on the
application, from simple linear distribution, logarithmic
distribution, Mel scale to special, one-purpose scale.

Frequency Filters

The signal processing filter is a model describing the system (real or virtual) describing the relationships between
its input and output (transmission characteristic).

4.3.1

Types of Frequency Filters

Frequency filters can be divided into several criteria. In
terms of the general characteristics:
• linear, nonlinear
• causal, non-causal
• with memory, without memory
In terms of implementation on:
• analog (continuous):
– active
– passive
• digital:
– filters with infinite impulse response (IIR)
– filters with finite impulse response (FIR)

Comparison of FIR and IIR Filters:
The transfer function of FIR filters contains only zeros
(the roots of the reader), that is, this filter is always stable.
The IIR filter has both zeroes and poles (transmission denominator roots). Can be Unstable if the poles are outside
the unit circle. The FIR filter is easy to implement, but
its likes are higher As with the IIR filter. In the FIR filter, a linear phase can be achieved, with the IIR filter
being specified only amplitude The linear phase can only
be approximated.
In terms of frequency permeability of the filter:
• low-pass,
• high pass,
• band-stop,
• band pass,
• and others.
Each designed filter has its liking. The likes of the filter (model order) determines how faithful (accuracy) the
model properties of the filter are.

5.

Principal Component Analysis

In this chapter, we will become familiar with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This method was introduced in 1901 by English mathematician, philosopher
and founder of the Department of Mathematical Statistics, Karl Pearson, defines it as a descriptive statistical
method, which mainly served to reduce multivariate data.
Harold Hotelling wrote his work in 1933 in a way that he
generalized the application method of component analysis
to random vectors and proposed the use of the Principal
Component Analysis for analyzing the covariance structure of variables. That’s why we can also find this method
under the name Hotelling Transform. In the current statistical literature, the main components method is especially recommended as a prominent tool for exploratory
analysis of data for verification of assumptions, as a separate tool for analyzing the structure of relations in a set
of interdependent observations and, last but not least, as
a useful aid to some methods of multidimensional statistical analysis. The Principal Component Analysis helps
as one of the possible first solutions, for example in discriminatory analysis, in the case of small numbers of observations and a large number of variables, it also allows
for regression analysis to eliminate problems with multicollinearity and an excessive number of interdependent
explanatory variables, also assists cluster analysis in classifying objects into Homogeneous groups based on a large
number of variables, but also factor analysis and other
multidimensional distribution [43], [45]. The main source
for the creation of this chapter were articles and books
[42], [43], [44], [46], [47], [48].

5.1

Objectives of the PCA Method

The main purpose of the PCA method is to simplify the
description of a group of mutually dependent, i.e., correlated, characters. The method attempts to reduce the size
of the job, i.e. to reduce the number of characters with the
allowed loss of information, which is advantageous in particular for displaying multidimensional data. Particularly
measured quantities often show a strong correlation. In
order to simplify the analysis and simplify the evaluation
of the results, it is worthwhile to examine whether the
whole group of variables (ie the studied properties of the
observed objects) can be replaced by a single quantity or
a small number of variables that will contain almost the
same information as the original variables. This problem
can be described as a method of linearly transforming the
original characters into new, uncorrelated variables that
have more convenient properties and are significantly less.
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The PCA method therefore attempts to find these hidden (artificial, latent, non-measurable) quantities, called
the main components. The newly created variables are a
linear combination of the original variables and they are
required to best represent the original variables, in other words, to best explain the variability of the original
variables.
The basic characteristic of each major component is its degree of variability, ie scattering. The main components are
ranked according to their importance, According to decreasing scattering, from the largest to the smallest. The
first major component contains most information about
the variability of the original data, the second major component, in turn, is the largest portion of the original data
scatter not included in the first component. The least information is contained in the last component. If any original character has little or no scatter, then it is unable
to contribute to the resolution between the objects. The
main component method allows only a small number of
uncorrelated main components to be analyzed instead of
investigating a large number of original characters with
complex internal links.
In practice, the PCA method is used, for example, to effectively recognize human face images. In this case, the
main component method reduces the original image space
and provides a very sensible extraction of features. The
practical task is to identify people according to the chosen
biometric feature, such as eye iris or facial features [50],
[51].

6.

Neural Networks

A great interest in artificial neural networks is centered
not only on the professional public. The simulations of
these networks surprisingly yield very good results. As
has been said, artificial neural networks (hereafter neural
networks) are simplified mathematical models of nervous
systems of living organisms. They thus prove the ability
of human thinking to learn [52].

6.1

Basic Terms

The basic structural functional element of the nervous
system is the nerve cell, neuron. Only the brain cortex of
humans is made up of about 13 to 15 billion neurons, each
of which can be linked to 5000 other neurons. Neurons are
separate specialized cells designed to transfer, process and
store the information needed to realize the body’s vital
functions. The structure of the neuron is schematically
shown in the figure 1.
The neuron is adapted to transmit signals so that besides
the body itself, somat, also has input and output transmission channels: dendrites and axons. The axon usually
turns a number of branches, Of terminals terminated by a
blister which is predominantly intertwined with the dendrites of other neurons. The information transfer then
serves uniquely between neural interfaces, (chemical) synapses. The rate of synaptic permeability carries all the
significant information throughout the life of the organism. The dissemination of information is made possible
by the fact that soma and axon are encapsulated by a
membrane that has the ability to generate electrical impulses under certain circumstances. These pulses are from
the axon Transmitted to dendrites of other neurons by synaptic gates, which by their permeability determine the
intensity of irritation of other neurons. The so-irritated

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a biological
neuron.

neurons at reaching a certain threshold limit, Threshold,
they themselves generate an impulse to ensure the dissemination of relevant information. After each signal pass,
the synaptic permeability changes, which is a prerequisite
for the memory capabilities of neurons. Also, the neuronal
connection is transformed during the life of the organism.
New memory tracks are created during learning. The synaptic joints are interrupted during the trip [54].

6.1.1

Neuron

The mathematical model of the neural network is based on
the artificial (formal) neuron that we obtain by reformulating the simplified function of the neurophysical neuron
into mathematical speech. Its structure is schematically
shown in the figure 2.
Artificial neuron (hereinafter neuron) has N generally real
inputs x , ..., xn , that model dendrites. The inputs are generally evaluated by the real synaptic weights w , ..., wn ,
which determine their permeability. In accordance with
neurophysical motivation, the synaptic weights can be negative, expressing their inhibitory nature.
The weighted sum of input values represents the intrinsic
potential of the neuron:

u=

n
X

wi xi .

(1)

i=1

The intrinsic potential of u after the threshold value Θ induces the output of the neural y, which model the electric

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an artificial
neuron.
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pulse of the axon. The nonlinear increase of the output
value y = S(u) at the threshold value of Θ is given, With
the S activation function.
By formal adaptation, we can see that the S function
will have a zero threshold, and our own threshold of the
neuron will be understood as weight, The bias of another
formal input with a constant unit value [54].

6.2

Learning Neural Network

Teaching the ability of neural networks lies in the ability to change all weights in the network according to
appropriate algorithms, unlike biological networks, where
the ability to learn is based on the possibility of creating
new connections between neurons. Physically, therefore,
both learning abilities are based on different principles,
but from a logical point of view.
The algorithm is usually divided into two phases: activation (decision-making) and adaptive (learning) that require a training set for their activities. The training set is a
set of vectors containing information about the given learning problem. If we teach the network with a teacher, then
they are the pairs of I/O vectors. If we teach a net without a teacher, then the training set only contains input
vectors. If we only use activation phases, then we are talking about decision-making. This phase is used only when
the network is taught. Cyclical rotation of both phases is
actually learning.
The activation phase is the process in which the transmitted vector information input to the network input is
recalculated through all connections, including their weighting to the output where the network response to that
vector appears as an output vector. In learning, this vector is compared to the original (required, output) vector
and the difference between the two vectors (local error error) is stored in the memory variable.
The adaptive phase is a process in which the local network
error is minimized by converting the weights of the individual links from the output to the input in order to match
the output response to the original vector as closely as possible. After this, the activation phase is repeated again.
The difference obtained (local deviation) is added to the
previous one, etc. If this procedure passes through the
entire training set, one epoch is completed. The total deviation for one epoch is called global deviation - error. If
the global deviation is less than the error required by us,
the learning process will end. From the above described,
it can be seen that the process of learning is nothing but
the passing of information from the input to the output
and vice versa.
Whether the network learns the right answer for the given stimulus depends on a number of circumstances. On
the number of vectors and their size, the network topology, the differences in the characteristics of each class,
the preparation of the training set and other [53].

6.2.1

Back-Propagation Algorithm

A specific and recently used algorithm for learning neural
networks is the Back-Propagation algorithm - Backward
propagation (error propagation). An iterative gradient learning algorithm that minimizes error value.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed method
for classification.

Principle of Back-Propagation:
The error-backed adaptation algorithm is used in about
80% of all neural network applications. The algorithm itself has three stages: the feed-forward spreading of the
training pattern input signal, error redistribution and
updating of weight values on connections.
During the forward propagation of the signal, each neuron
in the input layer receives the input signal and mediates its transmission to all the inner layers of the neuron.
Each neuron in the inner layer calculates its activation
and sends this signal to all the neurons in the output layer. The individual neurons in the output layer calculate
their activation, which corresponds to their actual output after submitting the input pattern. This is essentially
how we get a response of the neural network to the input stimulus given by the acquisition of the input layer
neurons.
During the adaptation of the neural network by the BackPropagation method, the calculated activations with defined output values for each neuron in the output layer
and for each training pattern are compared. Based on
this comparison, a neuronal network error is defined for
which the δ, factor is calculated, which corresponds to a
portion of the error that propagates back from the given
neuron to all the neurons of the previous layer and has
this neuronal-defined linkage.
Adjusting the weight values for the connection between
particular neurons and the higher layer then depends on
the corresponding δ factor and the neuronal activations
in the layer [55].

7.

Design of the Method for Classification

The proposal for a method for classifying acoustic signals
in transport is shown in the figure 3. With this method,
we have succeeded in achieving the greatest success of the
acoustic signal classification.
The proposed method is composed of the following steps.
Using Frequency Analysis to get carrier frequencies from
an acoustic signal. In the experiments, we tried different
frequency analyzes and procedures from which the frequency filters were best tested. Especially because of their
rapid response and lower computational demands. By creating a time window, we are able to preserve the time
changes of the signal. Keeping these changes is important
because the acoustic signals are not one-time occurrences,
so they need to keep their time-dependent dependence (for
example, siren sound). We also need data that we work to
reduce and maintain their significant information. For this
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reduction, the main component method was used. Data
reduction is needed for faster processing and evaluation of
data running on the neural network. Also, this reduction
causes the neural network to not be robust. The neural
network is of a forward type and uses the Back - Propagation algorithm. However, other types of neural networks
and algorithms can also be used. For the individual blocks
of the proposed method experiments were created to serve
the individual steps.

8.

Various Methods of Acoustic Signal Classification

In the experimental part of the thesis were tested different
types of experiments, which served to achieve the goals of
the work. Our designed and performed the experiments
are:

Table 1: Input
Channels
Sampling frequency
Coding
Bits order

Data Parameters
Single channel (Mono)
44100 Hz
32 bit float
Little-endian

Table 2: Types of Input Data
Record title
Record data, record length 2 minutes
rain.raw
Rain
water.raw
Flowing water
wind.raw
Wind
leaf.raw
Rustling of leaves
white noise.raw
White noise
car.raw
Cars
siren.raw
Siren
saw.raw
Chainsaw/Motorbike
PassingCars.raw
Passing cars

• classification using Fast Fourier Transformation.
• classification using frequency filters.

8.1.1

• classification using neural network:

The input database is created by random access to the
data from which one time window is filled. The next window is filled in by random access. This is repeated until
the input stream is created. Two random input streams
are created for testing and training.

– input into the neural network are FFT coefficients,
– input into the neural network is the result of
frequency filters.
• classification using time window.
• classification using the PCA components.

Each experiment has moved us closer to the intended work
goals. The benefits of work are also closely related to meeting the job goals. The most successful experiment, the
classification using the main components, will be discussed in the next subchapter.

8.1

Classification Using the PCA Components

The experiment was successful in successfully identifying
multiple signals (9 input acoustic signals), but also in reducing the carrier information in the data. We’ll get closer
to each point.
By adding the main component method to reducing the
size of the input matrix into the neural network, we have
succeeded in retaining signal significant information and
even reducing the data needed to successfully identify it.
The block diagram of this experiment is shown in the
figure 4.

Input Database Acoustics of Signals

In the experiment, it was necessary to use raw data (data
without a header) whose individual parameters are displayed in the table 1.
Creating input data consists of randomly selecting the
time slots from the individual data displayed in the table
2.
The algorithm randomly accesses individual files in files,
randomly chooses a position and selects a time period
(e.g., 1 sec.). This algorithm passes through individual files if it does not collect a sufficient number of samples
(e.g., 60 seconds). Two files are created in this way. Training file and test file. The input data stream is shown in
the figure 5.
The spectrogram for a given waveform is shown in the
figure 6.
The number of input raw data in the experiment varied
to the stage as described above. At the beginning of the
experiment, only three types of data were compared: si-

Figure 5: The input data stream, 60 seconds.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the resulting experiment.

Figure 6: Spectrogram of the input data stream,
60 seconds.
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8.1.3
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Normalization

The output data from the filters should be normalized to
the interval (-1: 1) using the line equation. This standardization was performed mainly for neural networks, which
easily process the distributed data.

8.1.4

Figure 7: Spectrograms for car, chainsaw, and siren.

ren, chainsaw, car (figure 7). This was due to the fact that
the frequency representation of individual data is diametrically different: the car is represented by low frequencies,
the saw also contains higher harmonic components (it manifests almost in the whole frequency spectrum) and the
siren contains frequencies in the range of 600 - 1350 Hz
with repetition 12 Times per minute.
Another procedure was to add individual data. The last
added set of data generated white noise, which mainly
serves to increase the inaccuracy of the whole evaluation
system.

8.1.2

Frequency Filters

The resonant filters align with the frequency at which
they are set. They are able to release or suppress selected
frequencies. These filters are typically described by their
resonant frequency and quality factor K, which describes
their sharpness.

Time Window

The filter outputs are regularly stored to create a time
window that is further processed. The time window size
is variable and can vary from a few ms to several seconds.
For example, from 200 ms to 4 seconds. In the experiment,
we found that the best results are obtained at the window
size of 4 seconds and the data changes every 200 ms.
Time window format:
the result of the filters is stored in the vector every 200
ms. In this way, the vectors are stored up to the required
number of 20 (20 * 0.2 = 4 seconds). On figures 8, 9
is visible on x - axis width of the window, y - axis as
individual filters resonated from the input signal at the
interval (-1: 1).

8.1.5

Principal Component Analysis

PCA - Principal Component Analysis serves mainly to
reduce the two-dimensional space with a large number
of elements in a one-dimensional space with a relatively
small number of elements. The matrix of 2000 elements
(time window 20 * 100) is reduced to a 95 size vector.
The PCA algorithm was tested separately on the data of
the numbers that were distributed and re-composed with

In our case, we tested a variety of resonance filters (table
3) to process and divide the input data into the frequency
domain.
The experiment shows that the most successful rate is at
200 filters.
Bandwidth for one filter we are determined by the sampling frequency and the number of required filter:
Bw =

Fvz
,
Cf

(2)

is bandwidth for one filter,
where Bw is bandwidth for one filter, Fvz is sampling frequency and Cf is the number of filters. Parameters for individual variables: Fvz =  Hz, Cf = , bandwidth
for individual filters was ,  Hz.

Table 3: Success in Various Numbers Resonant
Filters
Number of filters Success rate (From NN)
100
89%
160
93%
180
94%
200
98%
210
55%
220
30%
240
12%
300
11%
400
11%

Figure 8: Time window, data from the chainsaw 4
seconds.

Figure 9: Time window, data from the siren 4 seconds.
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a 20% error. This error may seem great. Our goal, however, is not to retrofit the original signal, but to build its
main components, which we will continue to process. We
can imagine this as a frequency spectrum standardized at
intervals (-1: 1) entering the PCA. The output is the main
component vector and their weight for each component.

• In the analysis of the acoustic signal by various methods, which provide suitable signal processing data.

We used the Oja rule to learn the PCA algorithm. Oja
rule that we can write as:

• In the design of an acoustic signal processing method. This method is suitable for classifying acoustic
signal sources when monitoring the emitted sound
in road traffic.

∆wij = ηVi (ξj −

N
X

Vk wkj ),

(3)

k=1

where η is the speed of learning, V is i-th neuron, N dimensional input pattern ξ created from distribution
P (ξ), wkj are synaptic weights from the neuronk to neuron j.

8.1.6

Success Rate of Classification

From these experiments, we can claim that the classification is successful for the parameters listed in the 4 table.
We can say that the 98% success rate is sufficient for our
requirements.

9.

In the work we have been tested various methods to analyse and detect characteristics of different acoustic signals.
We performed experiments, which were used for the gradual implementation of the proposed method. The ability
of the proposed method is to successfully classify different
types of acoustic signal. The positive side of this method
is an extension of other acoustic signals, which is capable
of recognizing.

Neural Network

Using the neural network, we are able to classify input
data. Given that our approach reduces 44100 * 4 input
data to a 95 elements vector, the neural network proposed
by us may not be robust to correctly classify the acoustic
signal. The proposed neural network contains one hidden
layer. The topology of the network is as follows: the input
layer - 95 neurons (PCA output), one hidden layer of 95
neurons and the output layer with 9 neurons that belongs to each set of data. The Hidden Layer Transmission
feature has been selected as a hyperbolic tangent, and
a linear function has been selected for the output layer.
The so-called neural network is able to identify data with
a 98% success rate. Of course, this is only possible with
set parameters for certain values. The neural network also
contains a parameter, threshold, which regulates the ability of a neural network to recognize an unknown signal. If
the individual probabilities of outputs are below a given
value, it means that the neural network does not recognize
this signal and evaluates it as an unknown signal.

8.1.7

• In combinations of data reduction methods, so that
characteristic information about the solution of the
selected set of classification tasks does not disappear.

Conclusion

The dissertation deals with the analysis of the acoustic
signal using the characteristics of the acoustic signal in
the area of intelligent transport systems. The benefit of
the work is mainly:

Table 4: Results of the Classification Experiment
Number of filters
200
Length of time window
4 seconds
Number of samples in the time window
20
Number of PCA components
95
Number of hidden layers NN
1
Number of neurons in the hidden layer
95
Number of classified outputs
9
Resulting success rate
98%

Experiment with fast Fourier transformation was used to
determine the carrier frequency of the acoustic signal. We
were able, to imagine how these signals are shown in the
frequency spectrum. Further experiments, we found that
the speed of calculation of the Fourier transformation is
not sufficient. For this reason, we used the frequency filter
bank to convert from the time domain into the frequency
range.
With the frequency filter bank, the experiment achieved
the same results, but faster. We also verified the ability of
the neural network to classify different acoustic signals in
the frequency domain. However, the time sequence of the
samples was missing. We add time window to experiment
to solve this problem. The neural network was unable to
classify acoustic signals at the desired level. The proposed
experiment, which includes data reduction using the main
components, has increased the classification to a sufficient
level.
The contribution of the thesis is the proposal of the method of acoustic signal processing. The method is suitable
for classifying acoustic signal sources when monitoring the
emitted sound in road traffic. The results can be further
used in traffic flow classification, crossing control, vehicle
monitoring, etc. The proposed method focuses on reducing the data needed to recognize the acoustic signal, with
no less successful classification. An acoustic signal analysis
and the possibility of using its properties in classification
were also performed. The goals of the dissertation were
fulfilled. Whether the proposed method of classification
is proven in practice, time will show.
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